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tourguide word Friends: Now we come to Shanghai Huangpu River

bank Bund, first, I tour to everybody visit Bund to express the

welcome, and wishes in advance each traveling to be happy. New

Bund altogether has five traveling routes, nearby yours left hand is by

the reputation is Wan Guo constructs reads extensively the

magnificent architectural complex and spacious Zhongshan Road,

nearby your right hand is the wave light clear Huangpu River as well

as the future resembles the brocade the Pudong land to embellish the

financial trade area, at present for is novel uniquely goes sightseeing

the tour area. This architectural complex, Zhongshan Road, go

sightseeing the area, the Huangpu River, Lu Jiazui in the as if music

five spectra, the industrious Shanghai people seem between the string

string the symbol, is composing most newly the most gorgeous music

movement, is welcome fellow guests presence. The powder can call

Bund? Simple saying, it passed once was the desolate beach place

which outside the Shanghai old city the reed grew thickly together. In

1840 after first Opium War, the tight lock entrance to a country has

been driven out by the colonizing ocean artillery, Shanghai also is

compelled to ward off for the commercial port. Since then, all kinds

of west foreign style construction hastens to ground along with

colonizing but towers in abundance, to this century the beginning of

30s, Shanghai as soon as leapt into the far east biggest metropolis



from seashore small Yi. At present these have the Europe

Renaissance time style the construction, although stems from hand

of the identical design, also is not constructs at an age, but their

construction style is such harmonious unification, the day becomes.

From Jinling east road Bund to outside white temporary bridge long

only 1.5 kilometer arcs in, height scattered about, is standing erect

row after row 52 styles each different construction, has England -like,

France -like, ancient Greece -like and so on. Same year many foreign

banks, the general meeting, the consulate and so on converged to

this, some East Wall Street the name, formed the old Shanghai

semicolonial and semifeudal society a historical miniature.

Everybody please looked that, the new Bund 2 east winds hotels, in

the past once were the English general meetings which extremely is

well-known, it is a model English ancient canonical expression

constructs. The building high has 6 (continually basement), the roof

north and south beginnings and ends respectively suppose □t look

pavilion, the interior decoration are extremely magnificent. Inside a

yet higher goal bar same year once because of has 110.7 foot Eastern

longest bar cabinet but to be arrogant for a while, now USS

Kentuckey quick dining room is located in. New Bund 12 before are

famous the Hongkong and Shanghai Bank, this building constructed

in 1923, was in the style of antiquity Greece -like dome construction.

The building for approaches the square the rectangular construction,

high 5, a crown hemispheroid level goes against the vegetable to have

7 in addition, the steel portal frame construction. In the building

decorates extremely is fastidious, is equipped with country each kind



of reception room and so on America, England and France, Russia,

date. This place constructed the English once to brag for from The

Suez Canal to far east Bering Strait most was fastidious construction.

Nearby close neighbor Hongkong and Shanghai Bank that building

is the Shanghai customs building, is 19th century restores the old the

principle construction, constructed in 1927, is now the world

institute rarely is ominous. Above the building bell all around worthy

of looking at arrives is in luck, each 15 minutes play sound section of

short tunes, melodious are deep, reputation 10 miles. 100Test 下载
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